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in these small halls. The ordeal is too much. Audience asked
for a lot of encores, especially of the worst things, that were
freely given. The only fun in these affairs is comic remarks to
your friends, and the examination of all these ingenuous English
faces that are nevertheless so difficult to decipher. I imagine
all the people in their homes, in natural poses. A few tolerahly
dressedwomeninthe audience. But for the most part a frightfully
inartistic audience, showing their lack of taste hi everything
except their reserved demeanour.
Saturday, December 19$.
Major Danielsen and Lieut. Goodhart called on me this after-
noon. Danielsen told me that their intelligence department was
extraordinarily good, and that they had news of the visit of
German ships this week at 5 o'clock on the evening before they
arrived. I did not, however, understand why sufficient big
English ships could not arrive in time to deal with them.
From Thursday in last week to last Thursday I did nothing
on my novel. I was fairly free to go on with it on Wednesday,
but I had neuralgia. I wrote 2,500 words of it yesterday.
Monday, December zist.
Gen. Heath, Col. Ryley and a sub called to see me yesterday
morning. Heath, still greatly preoccupied with the question of
civilian behaviour in an invasion, showed me a proclamation
which he was having printed about sniping etc. He also showed
me a draft proclamation to coastal population about bombard-
ment. It was clumsy. I offered, with proper diffidence, to
re-draft it. He consented. I posted him, the new draft last
night.
Two naval officers Lieut. Hogg and Assistant Paymaster
Simmons on motor bikes for tea. Hogg told me tale of a soldier
(cavalry) wounded in a charge, who lay on field with the spear
of a lance sticking in him. Another English soldier came along,
and was asked to remove spear. Just as he started to do so,
he was shot through the brain. Then a group of Germans came
along and begun to loot. Without troubling as to the spear,
they took the wrist-watch off the cavalryman's wrist, but just
then a shell burst among them kiUing or disabling all of them,
but leaving the cavalryman untouched. He was ultimately
saved.
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